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Introduction: The three tiered healthcare networks（county, township and village) in rural
area of China undertakes health service needs of 0.8 billion rural residents. Multiple
researches in this area indicates the healthcare system in rural area is suffering from lacking
integrated networkss not only among healthcare institutions, but also among all the
participants from different interest related parties, this current situation causes numerous
issues in rural healthcare system including huge waste of healthcare resources, overuse and
misuse of medication between different tiered institutions and gaps of medical information
transferring and sharing during the referral processes, etc. However, the traditional models
and methods for healthcare system analysis usually not enough to elaborate the specific
networkss among all of participants in this system and to monitor the changing of the overall
networkss. We introduced the Complex networks theory into this area and try to build a new
analysis aspect for future study of integrated healthcare researches.
Method: This study simulated and analyzed the characteristics of Complex networks system
in rural area of China by introducing the Small world and Community structure theories from
System Science. We designed a hypothetic complex networks environment of rural healthcare
system with participants (Nodes=200), connectivity (K=15, means the average number of
edges connected to a node), and ß=0.15 which indicates the possibility of connection of each
participant.
Result: In simulated environment of healthcare system in rural area, the Clustering coefficient
(which measures the density of triangles in a networks) is high and the Scale-free Property
(which refers to any functional form f(x) that remains unchanged to within a multiplicative
factor under a rescaling of the independent variable x) is quite obvious (Graph 1.).
Furthermore, the result also indicates that the networkss of rural healthcare system shows
the “Community structure” which means the groups of vertices that have a high density of
edges within them, with a lower density of edges between groups. (Graph.2.)
Graph.1. The small world effect and Scale-free Property
Graph.2. The Community structure
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Conclusions: We presume thatthe small world Effect, Scale-free Property and the Community
structure
does exist in interpersonal networkss in rural healthcare system, it indicates that
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The group also did a review of DDH information; developed pathway
maps; training curriculum; indicators; changes to IT systems;
undertaking an audit; made international links; organised a training
programme; and established a radiology network.
Ultrasound is not available in all units. Without it babies have to wait
for an X-ray at 4 months. The Integrated Care Programme for
Children secured funding to implement additional ultrasound capacity
to ensure all maternity units had access to ultrasound and so the work
was integrated with the group work. This work is ongoing and
supported by the development of clear national recommendations for
the whole pathway.
Comments on transferability
Multidisciplinary planning needs commitment from many stakeholders

